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About Schmitt Anchors & Chaincables
150 years
With a history, dating back to 1862 Schmitt
Anchors & Chaincables has developed into a
worldwide supplier of a wide range of anchors
and chaincables. This long experience makes
Schmitt a perfect partner in solving problems
where it concerns anchors and chaincables.

Stock
Schmitt maintains a stock of more than 12.000
tons anchors, chaincables and accessories. We
have a 24-hour world wide service for new and
used anchors and chaincables and other marine
supplies, either for sale or for rent.
Schmitt co-operates with reliable partners for
world-wide transport by road, sea or air.

Schmitt is a member of
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Installation
Schmitt is located in the middle of the Rotterdam Port area with own quay facilities,
for organizing installation work. Mostly installation is being carried out whilst vessel is
berthed for loading or discharge.
In case hotwork is not allowed, Schmitt uses a hydraulic sawing machine for
disconnecting existing chaincables.
Schmitt has a workboat and own crew who can assist on every occasion. Ports as
Amsterdam, Antwerp and Gent can be easily covered by our service team.
Furthermore, Schmitt can provide you an excellent price for the scrap chain/anchors.
The weighing can be done after the installation of the new chain/anchors has taken
place and the amount for the scrap chain will be credited on the final invoice.

Repairs
Damaged anchors and chaincables are often being
transported to Schmitt for inspection, repairing, and
if necessary cleaning, testing and storage, waiting
for re-use on vessels.
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Overview of our Product range
We have an enormous stock of chaincables, appliances and all common
types of anchors, ready for fast delivery all over the world. Schmitt is a
Lloyd’s approved testing house with capacity up to 200 tons.

Anchors

We can offer numerous anchors from stock, all types varying from 50 kg up to 25.000 kg

Spek type

Hall type

AC-14

Danforth
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High holding power anchors
Schmitt is the designer and manufacturer
of the SHH and SHI anchor. These quality
products are made of high tensile welded
steel with High Holding Power capacity.
These anchors are approved by all major
Classification Societies.

SHH

Mooring anchor type SSHP
Schmitt is the manufacturer of this
type of anchor.
This superior anchor is made of high
tensile welded steel with High Holding
Power capacity. These anchors are
approved by all major Classification
Societies.

SSHP

This anchor is mostly used for the
offshore market and has already
frequently been delivered to:
• Dredging companies
• Crane- and Lay barges
• Jack-up barges
• Tugboats
• Mooring projects

Rent
This anchor and all necessary equipment is available
in new and used condition either for sale or for rent.

SHI
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Chaincables
Our enormous stock in anchorchains is definitely our competitive advantage!
Our studlink chain is available in Standard lengths of 27,5 mtrs including
1 Kenter shackle. Dia 16mm up till 127mm, grade U2 and/or U3.
Our studless chain is available in Standard lengths of 60 meters with
endlinks on both ends and and can be supplied with DNVGL certificate.

STUDLINK ISO 1704

STUDLESS DIN 766

Accessories

All common type of accessories available from stock

Shackles
KENTER TYPE
JOINING SHACKLE

D-TYPE END
SHACKLE

3-LINK ADAPTOR

PEAR SHACKLE

SWIVEL SHACKLE
TYPE A

SWIVEL SHACKLE
TYPE B

M + F SWIVEL

SWIVEL FORERUNNER

Swivels

Towing equipment
We have custom-built towing
equipment all certified to
guarantee safe towing operations
ALLOY SHACKLE

SCHMITT BRACKET

TOWING CHAIN

TRIANGLE PLATE
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Certificates

For a safe tested product
Below you will find our selection of approvals (ABS, DNVGL and LRS) for the anchors, our welding
procedures and the ISO 9001 and 14001 certificates. You can find the complete list on our website.
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at your service 24/7
At your service 24/7 is a
very common slogan in the
Rotterdam area, which we strive
to achieve on a continuous basis.
New York may be the city that
never sleeps, but Rotterdam is
the city that never stops.
If there is anything you need
related to marine supplies, do
not hesitate to contact us

+31 88 0 234 100
info@schmitt-anchors.com
www.schmitt-anchors.com

Offices and depot

Postal address

Kreekweg 10
3336 LC Zwijndrecht
The Netherlands

P.O. Box 5500
3008 AM Rotterdam
The Netherlands

Anchor depot

Veersedijk 11
3341 LK Hendrik Ido Ambacht
The Netherlands

